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Pine Mountain Club
New Year’s Day-ish, 2012
Dear Family and Friends,
On New Year’s Day we find ourselves in a cabin in Pine Mountain Club, CA. If you are inclined to
pinpoint this oddly named village, nestled in a lovely pine forest at an elevation of 6,000’, on a GoogleMap,
the zip code here is 93222. We are conveniently close to everything, including Los Angeles, but “out in
the mountains” and out of cell phone range, and only connected to the wider web via some mom-and-pop
cable service which sometimes works and sometimes doesn’t.
How the heck did we get here? Let’s see…where did we leave off?
I believe we had returned to SB from the Sierras, wet but exhilarated, to take care of some pressing
business. We needed the pit stop equipmentally. While at Arri’s we seam sealed and treated our tent,
several times, with noxious chemicals, and we scienced up and shopped for the newest in weatherproof
breathable gear.
While in SB we also got involved in (finally) marketing some photos. Our friend Amy suggested I print
some Beach themed greeting cards for sale in her store, and as we were selecting the pix to sell we realized
it was Xmas so we decided to shoot some Holiday cards first.

And in that mood, we ventured forth with the objective to shoot some marketable greeting card pix.
First we had to perform a stuffectomy on Arri’s place, removing all our crap which had, in such a short
time, metastasized in his condo and putting it in our storage unit in Ventura. Twas a feeble attempt to
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deal with our legacy stuff, all that stuff we didn’t (or couldn’t) just send off in a truck (because we sooo
needed it). Shoulda been a sign… More on that later

Of course with our stuff gone there was emptiness to fill, so we spent some time buying and assembling
some manly things, like a BBQ, for Arri before we left.
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Then we headed for the mountains, ending up in Sequoia National Park. We arrived in a snow storm.

Set up our tent in the cold and snow and dark, and settled in.

It was cold, the temps going down into the single digits at night, but it was beeeyooteefull!
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The sequoia trees are
so big I had to shoot
vertical panoramas,
and stitch pix
together to fit the
whole of the trees in
the picture.
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And we had fixed our equipment problems. The tent shedded snow nicely,

and this is me looking confident in my hi-tech new waterproof and breathable garb, scoffing at the
elements, saying something to the effect of “I fart in your general direction!”
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Shooting holiday pix was easy - everywhere we looked were Christmas trees, many of them with real icicles
and some even with ornaments.

In several places ornaments littered the ground, reflecting images of the giant forest..
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and snowmen, dwelling in caves, would pop out and say a cheerful “season’s greetings!” as we passed.

And there was this one
cheeky elf who followed
us everywhere.
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We visited the largest living thing in the world, the General Sherman Tree. When I tried to throw my
voice and suggested Ri disrobe and approach the tree I got what can only be described as an icy stare.
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Living this way, in the forest, how natural it is to conserve, making the fewest possible dishes to wash,
using the least possible fuel to heat water, not doing anything wasteful, even with your time.

(Now, for those who camp, it is quite obvious from the above that we are not backpacking. We are indeed
car camping.)
And, being only human, I found a new definition of “heaven.” Not a place to go when you die. Rather, a
flush toilet in a heated bathroom, most heavenly when stumbled upon unexpectedly in the middle of a
frozen forest at just the right moment, when you gotta go. I swear I heard angels singing.
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Reluctantly, we had to return to civilization to do some banking and our trusty old van, after so long in the
wilderness so far from help, got us right to the BofA in Porterville and with an awful shudder, dropped its
transmission there in front of the bank. We had the van towed to a local transmission repair place,

hauled all our crap out of the van and into a hotel room and waited, a bucket of cold water having been
dumped on us, for the sure-to-be-shocking cost estimate from the tranny shop. While we waited, I dug
through boxes of files (yes we were hauling that around! Can you imagine?) and dealt with some old IRS
issues, and when the awful news came about repair costs, we tried to make a rational decision about the
van. Put it out of its misery? Or (try to) get another 20,000 miles out of it?
We decided to invest in our van and not let it bother us. Repair was estimated at a week to 10 days so we
rented the only vehicle we could find in town to continue our journeys. I usually would never drive a red
car – it’s too visible – but it seemed everything else in the town was red, so what the heck. We tried not to
draw any corollaries to that doomed town painted red in that Clint Eastwood movie.
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We wanted to find a place at a little lower elevation, where it wasn’t quite so cold, where there was fishing,
so we headed up the Kern River and ended up above Lake Isabella.
There, instead of snow, we had rain, every day.

Many of the places we have visited showed signs of forest fires, but the entire water shed where we were
camping had burned only a year and a half ago and we wandered in a ghost forest
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expecting to encounter some character from a Japanese movie lost in the landscape.

The contrast between the fall colors in the fresh undergrowth and the burned area was striking though,
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and the fall colors close by the river bank were all the more lovely,

and Lake Isabella was certainly pretty, as was the entire upper Kern.
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and we fished. This is me saying “we need to go after bigger fish because I can’t see this damn two pound
line and these miniature hooks!” refusing as I do to wear glasses.

But, Christmas was coming, we had gotten some Christmas pictures, we needed to get busy on our normal
Christmas activities, which always entail printing stuff up, and fishing season was over. Now what? How
do we print without an office? We can cook in the back of an open truck in the rain, but printing there?

And a tent is actually a very small space despite how big my wide angle lens makes it look. Thirty seconds
in a lotus position with my laptop and I cut off my circulation, I start to cramp, and end up rolling around
like a shapeless slug who’s been touched by a cigarette. Me exiting my tent, if not for the ignominy would
be hilarious slapstick.
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We hadn’t thought this part through. After all that busting loose, we realized we now needed a place, a
reliable roof, more space than our tent afforded, and things like electricity, lights, a big flat surface to work
on….. Luckily a savior appeared and offered his cabin. His name has now been added to the list of saviors
who, over the years, have stepped in with perfect timing and perfect solutions to our ridiculous problems
of our own making. And so we ended up in Pine Mt Club…..

…..sitting right on the San Andreas Fault. You have all heard of this fault and its historical and imminent
ruptures. Well, we’re so close to it we can hear it breath. It’s right out behind the cabin. When we first
came to this valley my geologist’s eye sensed something wrong here - fresh scarps, odd geometries, valleys
too deep and sharp for the scant rainfall.
There are two ways out of this valley and both roads drive right along the fault for long stretches.
Fault trace
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If a big one hits we will probably be quite safe in our little wood frame structure, albeit we will be in for a
wild ride with no warning time between P-wave and S-wave arrivals……safe that is till the fires start in
this bone dry pine forest with no way out because the roads are cut to pieces.
Here’s the view from 8800’ Mt Pinos, which looms over Pine Mt Club. I am standing on the Pacific Plate
looking northwestish along the fault. Right behind our cabin is the North American Plate. If I stood here
long enough I would slide by the Temblor Range and end up where San Francisco is now.
Temblor Range
Carrizo Plain

Pine Mt. Club

San Andreas Fault

We followed the fault one day and checked out the Carrizo Plain, the last great patch of grasslands in
California. This is the view back southeastish across Soda Lake (a sag depression) to Mt Pinos.
Temblor Range

San Andreas Fault

Mt. Pinos
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We are often above the clouds here in this lovely pine forest.

And from a high enough vantage on a clear day you can look across the Great Valley, where much of the
US fruit and veggies are grown, and see the snow capped Sierras.

Aside from field geologizing, we split and burn wood to stay warm.
Ri is learning to play
the ukulele, the
recorder, the
harmonica, the Irish tin
whistle, the Japanese
flute and all the
instruments included
on this fancy keyboard.
Here she is delighted to
have found the cowbell
sound on the keys.
There’re a lot of times
when you just have to
have more cowbell!
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When we have nothing else to do we pile up wood and admire it.

The locals don’t bother us much because they’re all made out of wood.

Did I mention we were in the heart of a vast pine forest?
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Here’s Ri multi-tasking, gathering wood and modeling her winter line of swimsuits. We figure if they don’t
sell here, we’ll add a hoodie and market them in Yemen.
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We gather Pine Nuts to eat and huddle in front of the fire nibbling like two big squirrels.
Bundled up against the cold, I work by headlamp.

When problems arise with my printer I improvise, using rocks and sticks.
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Of course those last couple of images are nonsense – just me getting caught up in the narrative - as the
cabin we are in is quite deluxe, and we are lucky the owner let us barge in and crash here. It has all the
modern amenities, including a thoroughly modern kitchen, multiple bathrooms, addictive electric blankets,
even a hose to perform the quintessentially suburban act of washing ones car.

It did NOT have an internet connection when we got here though, and that, combined with the fact that
the whole valley has no cell phone coverage, led to some tech withdrawals. Here’s a pic of a typical
“suddenly-in-range-and-flooded-with-191-emails” screen from my BB.
In the end I couldn’t take it and had the cable run into the cabin.
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The Cable provider is a mom and pop outfit – you can hear a baby crying in the background when you call
in – and that may have something to do with my getting hit with a virus, the first time ever!, and all of you,
dear, long suffering recipients, getting hit in turn with unwanted spam. I caught it rather quickly as my
routine, sans BlackBerry beeping all night as mail comes in, is to check my email upon rising.
I had a great deal of trouble with my last Qtrly Update. First it got so big (580 MB) that MS Word went
petulant on me and wouldn’t open it one day, nor would it provide any explanation, or remedy, and I
almost lost it until a magician-nerd cut it into two useable pieces. Then, after basic compression, there
were still many people who couldn’t receive such a large file, so I kept compressing it, but then I was
unhappy with the quality of the pictures.
So maybe I’ll just talk for a bit and forgo the pix.
- I think I have complained before how the years pass like pages in an open book on a windy day.
Sometimes it’s calm for a moment and no pages flip, then suddenly a gust and many pages riffle over.
Gosh 2012, already, for example. I have noticed though that time seems now to have slowed down, and I
believe it is because there are adventures occurring and long periods of time don’t go by with nothing
happening.
- I fell down on the ice and hurt myself in Sequoia. I can’t remember ever falling down before, ever, and it
was quite a shock. Such a shock in fact that I arose immediately, started walking and checking out my
camera which had taken a hard knock, and within three steps went down again, arms and legs akimbo.
Good grief, I thought, when I first went down, I’ve cracked my skull. And then, when I went down again,
I was certain I’d broken some ribs. But up I got and marched away, fearful that someone (in the woods!)
may have witnessed my pratfalls, and there were pictures to take in this perfect fresh morning, and anyway,
as with most awful things in my life, I tried to pretend it didn’t exist.
In the next few days though it became apparent I was injured. I couldn’t do simple things with my left
arm, like pull up my trousers, and when you are camping in winter and have all these layers on, one is
constantly pulling up some layer or other. And my ribs hurt so bad I could only lie in one position which
gets particularly uncomfortable when one is sleeping on the ground.
The pain got worse, and then, adding insult to injury I got sick – so sick I lost my voice, which Ri, who has
a penchant for retaining such trivia, says had never happened before either. Anyway, the cough, the sore,
possibly broken, ribs which hurt especially when I coughed, the limp left arm dangling uselessly, really
pissed me off. This body of mine was supposed to take care of itself and coddle its precious cargo. Its
entire raison d’etra in fact is to let me and my giant brain, spaced out on its deep thoughts, be ourselves
and be blissfully unconcerned by such mundane things such as the slipperiness of what we are walking on.
So I yelled at it, myself, to no avail. It didn’t get better. I dipped it in scalding water, lashed it with nettles,
deprived it of cookies, but still I could not hitch up my trousers.
Finally, I used my trump card and showed it in the car window reflection something which comes in the
mail periodically – an AARP card – and threatened “Is this what you want?” “Membership in the old
farts’ club, discount meals at Golden Corral, shuffling in lines of gray hairs on tour, you worthless piece of
s**t?” Of course the only sounds I was making were croaks and squawks, what with the lost voice and all,
and Ri called out from the tent asking if “everything was alright out there.” But I had gone quiet as I
suddenly started feeling better. I then mouthed the words with squinty eyes “One more freaking screw up
like that” I warned myself in the reflection “and I swear I will abandon you in this wilderness for a younger
vessel.”
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Now, six weeks later I can finally move my arm around and am ready to start stretching things out and
regaining full use. The objective of course is to be able to fold and then unfold myself with grace - to exit
my tent as an Apache chief might come out of his wigwam, or like an Eskimo his igloo, or like the Buddha
from his cave.
- I am finally making the transition away from PC to Mac. How long have I delayed, how traumatic will
the shift be? This is big news. And this may be my last PC-based document of any significance.
- My giant printer died, or it has some mechanical problem which HP won’t consider fixing, or even
diagnosing, because “it was made in 2009 and is therefore obsolete” (said best with an Indian accent
through a crackly connection after a long wait on hold). I checked HP’s website and found that they have
indeed taken a different direction with their printers. Now what do I do? It weighs 70 pounds. It’s too
big to be a doorstop. Maybe if I own a boat someday I can use it as an anchor. But I have stockpiled
$500 worth of ink. So now it sits, neatly repacked in its original packaging, in amongst all our other stuff.
When it died I suppose I could have ordered a new printer and had it delivered, even here in our
remoteness, the next business day. But I had a perfectly good “everyday” printer sitting in storage, so we
made the trip (200 miles round trip) and picked it up along with some other stuff. Think of the resources
spent. And why do I need this printer? Well, obviously, to print out documents to put into file folders
and then into banker boxes, because apparently I don’t have enough banker boxes full of files already.
Since the printer failed, “hand printed by the artist” greeting card production has stopped and there is no
calendar this year…not yet, anyway. I say that as there is this big empty hole in my self worth right now.
Yes, I printed greeting cards, and yes they received favorable reviews, and I actually sold some, but I was
going to print a lot, and also do another Butterfly Beach Calendar this year with all new pix because I
finally got shots of Butterflies at Butterfly Beach! Check out these two.
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- We spent Xmas at Arri’s in SB. I went to the harbor to get pix of the Xmas lights in the surf and there
was some helpful sheets of water rushing across the beach from a lagoon drainage project.

And of course we made sure we all got a lot more stuff to open and then to be burdened with.
- We checked on our old place in Montecito. It is now a big construction site. I poked around in the
weeds and found some oft photographed stuff we’d left behind.

Which brings me to my next deep thought.
- George Carlin of course gave the ultimate rap on “stuff.” I won’t try to top that but I do need to talk
about it. When we put “all our stuff” in a truck and waved goodbye, it really wasn’t all our stuff. It was
just the stuff we could do without temporarily. There was enough stuff leftover to fill a storage unit.
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Now we are filling this cabin with stuff. It was dusty so we had to buy an air cleaner. A pipe broke and
the carpet got soaked so we had to buy a wet/dry shop vac to pull the water out. I am building my camera
system and making the transition to Mac which includes big monitors and the gizmos to color correct. We
have filled an entire room here with stuff, including a dead printer, that we’re not busy using in the other
rooms. Good grief, what happened?

We found ourselves the other day forcing a major life altering decision so that we could “have a place for
all our stuff.”
I have even started looking at trailers, my voluminous van, even with the seats removed, not being roomy
enough for all the stuff we need to haul with us on the road.
I can hear the suggestion forming in your mind –Winnebago! Forget it. Imagine trying to parallel park it
on a suburban street. Imagine fleeing aliens or rogue government agents and trying to squeeze a
Winnebago into a parking structure. No, I’m sticking with my van.
It seems inevitable – we must conform and find a place of our own again, as much for our stuff as for us.
After a spell of fun weather, we are locked in to an endless cycle now of perfect days, high thirties in AM
and sixties by midday, and I am getting antsy. Must get going again, must slow down the clock, must not
succumb to the siren call of stuff. Must find a way to be productive without so much stuff.
And preparing we are for the woods. For Christmas, Arri got us a food dehydrator because he knows we
can’t find any lightweight dehydrated food for camping which isn’t loaded up with sodium. What a swell
and thoughtful gift. Ri is practicing the craft now…
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Jerky, strawberries, pineapple,
kiwis and persimmons.

Of course we’ll need to get a vacuum sealer to store all the goodies. Yes, more stuff, that’s what we need,
more stuff. We need the stuff so we can more easily and efficiently get away for long periods from our
stuff. And what are we doing while away from our stuff? Why, collecting stuff which we’ll need more
stuff for to process and display, so we’ll need an even bigger place when next we return, of course.
This whole conundrum of accumulating stuff needed some contemplation so I went to the mountain top
and spent some time doing an ancient dance. Nothing came to me that I didn’t already know, though.
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- I discovered a word which describes what I often do with my camera – Miksang – which means
“contemplative photography.” I had bought Ri a magazine titled “Yoga International” because I saw on
the cover that it had an article in it about controlling high blood pressure with yoga. Leafing through it
one day I read therein an article on Miksang. I am always of mixed emotion when I read something like
that, as I like to think I’m an original, that the things I do are natural and not influenced by something I
read. Now that I’ve read it, I don’t feel so original.
I will leave you then with some Miksang, contemplative photos of things seen underfoot. Tread lightly,
slow down, enjoy the fallen leaves, and watch out for ice.
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And for goodness sake, stay inside the lines! Conform! Don’t step outside the damn lines!

This is no time to be stepping outside the f***ing lines……………….or is it?
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Here’s a shot of Ri and me in a magic forest.
Ri, Aibor, Arri and I do hope you are all well and enjoying your own adventures.
On a sad note, Ri’s sister died quite suddenly on October 28. This was tragic as the family had gone to
great lengths to get her a multiple bypass surgery, which everyone thought was successful, and we had built
up big expectations, and were so happy for her and her newfound robust mobility. So it was a real shock
when she suddenly passed away. We can only hope that those few extra months of vitality she felt made it
all worthwhile. The Khasi tradition is that on the one year anniversary of her death the family will come
together in somber celebration to close the book. We now have a date certain when we must be in India,
October of this year, and we are planning accordingly.
Lots of love and best wishes.

The Jeschkes
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